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Kanji Model WA

W 90ｍｍ D 90ｍｍ H 3ｍｍ

35ｇ



Kanji Model NIPPON

Size

Kanji Model® for suture training
JAPAN POLYMER TECHNOLOGY

Specification

item#

W 90ｍｍ D 90ｍｍ H 3ｍｍ

Weight 35ｇ

resin JPTC Polymer

Characters used NIPPON(日本)

Oil for non

Fixed type Self-adhesive

Case for model Available
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Oparating

condition

・Flat place such as acrylic plate or glass surface

・Rubber plates are not recommended as they generate gas and oil.

・Surfaces with cork or powder will lose the stickiness of the model.

Clean Up
・As with the preparation for use, slowly peel off the model

with the tip of your finger and finish in the special case.

Confirmation

before use

・Clean the surface on which the Kanji model is placed

so that it is not contaminated with water, oil, dust, etc.

Preparation

for use

・Open the case for Kanji Model.  image1

・Use the tip of the fingers to remove the edge of the model

from the case.   image2

・Support the peeled and sticky back side with a few fingertips.

And softly peel off from the case and place in the dry box.  Image3

・After using a model such as a 3D pad, wipe off the oil eluted

How to Use
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 from them before using the Kanji model.



・After use, put the Kanji Model in a case and place it in a place

out of direct sunlight.

・Please put the Kanji Model where the baby can't get at it

・The Kanji Model will deteriorate if placed in a hot car,

such as in the summer.

・It will break if you pull it with more force than necessary in suture training.

・During suture training, pulling the thread with a strong force

・Be sure to clear off it in a case after use.

Notes

Not for Medcal Use
・If we hold the edge of the Kanji Model and try to peel it too strong,

・If we place the Kanji Model in a dirty place such as dust,

it will lose its adhesive strength.

・If we apply a mold release agent, oil, acid, etc. to the Kanji Model,

it will deteriorate.

・After using a model such as a 3D pad that elutes oil, be sure to

wipe off the oil on the surface with alcohol before using.

・The rubber plate used in general dry boxes elutes gas and oil,

which affects the Kanji model.

・If we place the Kanji Model on a document, the paper will not

will break the Kanji Model.

it will break.

come off from it.

Notes
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         Name  : Masashi Inoue

         E-Mail : inoue@jptc.co.jp

does not become sticky.

・Check the Kanji Model for defects and crevices.

・Check the adhesive strength of the back of the Kanji Model

on the front of the acrylic plate

・Manufacture according to the JPTC manufacturing

management control.

Quality

check items

Kanji Model® is prohibited from being posted on

the website or posted online without our permission.

Please find contact information here
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Kanji Model is a trademark of JPTC

・Check if the JPTC polymer is completely polymerized

・Surface treatment is performed so that the Kanji Model surface

・After manufacturing the Kanji Model, put it in a case and store it

in the management box for 7 days.

・Kanji Models in storage regularly open the case lid

and inspect its quality.

Our quality check items
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